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Notes

Iron Road has been engaging with the community for a number of years now and water, 

particularly water security, has been a common theme raised by Eyre Peninsula 

residents in many forums.

Rather than attempting to translate and present large, technical reports to the 

community, we have listened to the concerns and feedback we’ve received and will use 

this opportunity to cover off on issues raised based on the findings of recent studies.
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Notes

While the proposed CEIP is an integrated operation, the approvals process separates the 

project under two different Acts:

• The mine, processing plant and other infrastructure within the proposed mining lease 

boundary are subject to the Mining Act, overseen by the Department of State 

Development (DSD) which requires a Mine Lease Proposal (MLP) to be lodged for 

approval and

• The long-term employee village, borefield, infrastructure corridor and port come 

under the Development Act, overseen by the Department of Planning, Transport and 

Infrastructure (DPTI) for which an Environmental Impact Statement must be 

prepared.

These processes are being carried out in parallel.  It is planned to lodge both the MLP 

and EIS simultaneously to the relevant government departments.  The government led 

public consultation and submission process will also be conducted jointly by DSD and 

DPTI covering all aspects of the project.

The groundwater study is relevant to both the MLP and EIS.
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Notes

Hydrogeology (‘hydro’ meaning water and ‘geology’ meaning the study of the earth) is 

the area of geology that deals with the distribution and movement water through soil 

and rocks of the earths crust. 

Hydrogeology is a highly complex and technical field.  As such, the groundwater study 

for the CEIP includes the culmination of historical records, new investigations and the 

input of many highly regarded  scientists that are specialists in their field.
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The hydrogeological studies draw on an extensive data set including:

• 35 Investigation bores drilled and tested by Iron Road

• Over 500 geological and geotechnical investigation drillholes drilled by Iron Road.

• Data from hundreds of historical water bores and mineral exploration drillholes 

dating back over the last century were interrogated to understand the regional 

groundwater system.

• This data provides a detailed understanding of the orebody and borefield 

hydrogeology and also the regional geological and hydrogeological system.
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Notes

The security of Eyre Peninsula’s groundwater has long been an issue of concern as the 

communities are reliant on this resource for drinking water.  

With this in mind, Iron Road has noted community outcomes raised and committed that 

it’s proposed operation will have no impact on Eyre Peninsula’s fresh groundwater 

resources and that the drawdown of saline groundwater as a result of mining will have 

no impact on adjacent land uses.
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Notes

Iron Road has committed that it’s mining operation will be self-sufficient for water so as 

not to further stretch the local drinking water resources.  All water required for the 

proposed operation will be sourced from the Kielpa borefield and water that seeps into 

the open pit.  Both sources of groundwater are saline, 1-5 times saltier than seawater, 

and not currently used by any other party.  Saline water recovered from the process will 

also be recycled and used for dust suppression.

More details on these water sources and the potential impacts of their use is included 

later in this presentation.

Note that the construction village will also be self sufficient for water but the long-term 

employee village in Wudinna will be on mains water at this stage and the port will be 

reliant on mains water for the duration of construction only.
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The main potential impacts on groundwater are:

• Dewatering of the open pit which will reduce the saline groundwater level in 

proximity to the pit

• Changed rates of rainfall infiltration into the Integrated Landform (waste rock and 

tailings storage), which must be managed to prevent rising groundwater levels in 

proximity to the Landform.

• Pumping of groundwater from the borefield which will lower saline groundwater 

level in proximity to the borefield.
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Notes

Please note that this schematic has been exaggerated in the vertical scale to show the 

layers more clearly.

Groundwater quality in the mine pit area varies in salinity from 1 to 5 times the salinity 

of seawater.  The transmissivity (capacity to transmit groundwater) varies but is 

generally low.  The water table is close to the surface, about 2 metres in topographic low 

areas and deeper below the natural hills and undulations.

At it’s peak, pit dewatering will be at a rate of 23,000m3/day.  The rate of water inflow is 

expected to decrease over the life of the mine.  The water recovered from pit 

dewatering will be recycled for use within the mine lease for dust suppression and as 

process water.
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Notes

As groundwater seeps into the pit, a cone of depression (lowered groundwater level) 

will form radially around the mine.  Modelling has shown that the water table 

surrounding the mine will be lowered up to a radius of approximately 7km at the 

completion of 25 years mining.

This water is all saline and currently has no users.

As the water table reduces, the water level below some of the surrounding salt pans 

may also lower.

This dewatering process will have no impact on fresh water resources on the Eyre 

Peninsula.  Even under a worst case scenario, the outer edge of the cone of depression 

is still many, many kilometres from the Polda Basin.
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Notes

The lowering of the water table level will not impact the growth of cereal crops adjacent 

to the mine site.  These plants are shallow-rooted and utilise soil moisture that results 

from localised rainfall.

The water contained within the natural water table is so saline that it would not support 

the growth of cereal crops or most native vegetation.
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Groundwater at the mine site and borefield is saline and far exceeds guideline values for 

stock watering.
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The levels of heavy metals contained in the many samples of groundwater taken from 

the mine site and borefield are very low.  

Levels are well below water quality guidelines for stock drinking water although the high 

salinity makes the water unsuitable for stock watering.
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Notes

The integrated landform is designed to combine and stack the waste rock and the 

filtered tailings, in lieu of the more traditional separate waste rock dumps and tailings 

storage facility.  The integrated waste stream will be stacked in 3 x 45m benches and 

capped with a layer of top soil collected from the existing surface where the landform is 

to stand.  Layers are to be stacked radially allowing for progressive rehabilitation, likely 

with native vegetation.

The filtered tailings will have a moisture content of approximately 10% (damp but not 

wet.  There will be no flowing water from this  material, it will all be contained within 

the mixture.

The landform has been designed to accommodate for natural rainfall infiltration and 

bunds will be in place to ensure  run off can be contained and managed within the mine 

lease boundary.

The design allows for ongoing remediation, which means that the bare rock can be 

covered with soil and vegetation shortly after placement.  This will work to control both 

seepage and run-off of rainfall.
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Notes

The salinity of the water from the borefield is around the same as seawater (too salty for 

any domestic or agricultural use).

The water is contained in a deep, underground structure known as the Polda Trough.  

The “Polda Trough” should not be confused with the “Polda Lens” or “Polda Basin”

The Polda Trough is a intracratonic graben (fault bounded trough structure) which 

extends approximately 400km east- west from beneath the Great Australian Bight, to 

the Central Eyre Peninsula. The trough is infilled with  up to 1200 m thickness of 

sediments. Groundwater contained within the trough is saline.

The Polda Lens is a thin (approximately 5 – 15m thick) layer of limestone which rests on 

top of clay and is exposed or covered with a thin veneer of soil.  The lens extends some 

7 km west-east and 9km north-south and is located 30 km west of Lock township. It 

holds fresh groundwater which is used to supply potable water.

The salty water from the Polda Trough will be used for processing with desalinated 

borewater being used for final product washing and other fresh water uses.
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Notes

The groundwater drawdown created by pumping from the borefield will extend out 

radially approximately 10km.  This will have no impact on fresh groundwater resources 

in the region and there are no current users of this groundwater source.

Once pumping ceases, groundwater levels will slowly recover over a long period of 

time.
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Notes

This water table is some 20m below the surface of the borefield.  Due to the depth of 

the water table, the pumping of this water source will have no impact on soil moisture 

as it is well below the soil and root zone.
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The total volume of saline groundwater removed by the CEIP mine pit and borefield 

comprises only a very small fraction of the total volume of saline groundwater stored on 

the Eyre Peninsula.  
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Notes

Once mining ceases, saline groundwater will slowly infiltrate the walls of the mine pit 

and it will form a large, saline body of water.

Due to the large surface area and the high rate of evaporation from the surface of the 

lake, a permanent cone of depression will be created around the mine pit.

The salinity of water in the lake will increase over time as the water continues to 

evaporate from the surface.  This will continue until the water reaches a point of 

maximum salinity and the salt will start to precipitate out and fall to the bottom of the 

lake in a solid form.  The point at which this happens is approximately 360 grams per 

litre.
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Notes

After mining has finished, there will come a point where the cone of depression’s “sink” 

effect balances the rate of evaporation with the rate of recharge and the water level in 

the created lake will stabilise.
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Notes

While drilling methods have changed, the groundwater on the EP is the same.  Around 

the CEIP mine site and the borefield, it is well known by local landowners and from the 

study results that the groundwater is too saline for stock use.
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